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assesses the drivers of hedge fund performance so far in 2011
and looks at the impact of ucits growth on the industry

WHile many of our clients
vieW ucits as an opportunity
to expand tHeir distribution
potential, tHe main driver Has
been tHe need to address key
investor concerns folloWing tHe
turbulence of recent times
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lmost six months into 2011 and
there now exists sufficient empirical evidence to suggest that the
hedge fund industry’s recovery is
gathering momentum. Hedge fund inflows
have increased, redemption requests are at a
record low and many hedge funds are now
reporting several consecutive months of
positive returns. The report that European
funds of hedge funds (FoHF) experienced
significant inflows back in March is most
welcome, as is anecdotal evidence that UK
pension funds are about to increase allocations to the alternative asset class. I am
pleased to report that most of our hedge
funds are in positive territory year to date,
with commodities, event driven and macro
strategies to the fore.
BNY Mellon has experienced considerable activity in the alternative Ucits sphere
in 2011 and expects this dynamic to continue. While many of our clients view establishing Ucits as an opportunity to expand

their distribution potential, the main driver
has been the need to address key investor
concerns following the turbulence of recent
times. On the assumption that a particular
hedge fund strategy can be appropriately
accommodated in a Ucits, this structure can
deliver the degree of liquidity, transparency
and risk monitoring that investors appear
to be seeking.
If Ucits funds continue to represent a real
opportunity, compliance issues continue
to worry managers. A troika of regulatory
developments continues to exercise our clients, with the precise impact of each still
some way from final determination. Fatca
will require the provision of US investor
names to the IRS or expose those investors to a 30% withholding tax. This has significant implications for the transfer agency
function. AIFMD continues to evolve and
the roles of independent valuation agent
and depositary are the main focus of attention from the service provider’s perspective.

Finally, Solvency II will introduce capital
implications for certain investor types
should they wish to invest or continue to
invest in hedge funds.
It does not appear that capital raising
has become any easier for new managers in 2011. We are active participants in
the extensive due diligence carried out by
potential investors. This process can involve
an extensive review of internal controls and
procedures, system reviews and reporting
analysis.
In terms of product innovation, there
are those evolving from Ucits growth.
With the number of alternative Ucits having reached a critical level, there is now a
sufficient universe to permit the creation
of funds of absolute return funds. Hedge
fund replicants are coming to market, usually offering more frequent liquidity and
a lower fee structure than a typical single
manager fund. It is probably too early to
comment on how popular this product will
turn out to be.
The debate around onshore versus offshore domiciles continues to rage. Both
Ireland and Luxembourg have introduced
specific legislation to facilitate redomiciliation from offshore locations. The arguments in favour of onshore tend to focus
on the opportunities to expand distribution
potential and the onshore regulatory environment which promotes transparency and
accountability. Another school of thought
would suggest that, unless there is a clearly
defined investor demand, a manager can
offer strong internal corporate governance
and the required level of transparency from
an offshore domicile without incurring the
costs associated with the regulated onshore
products. It is too early in this debate to
make a call on how the market share of
onshore versus offshore will shift in the
medium term. n
mark mannion is head of relationship
management for bny mellon alternative
investment services in EmEa
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“very little m&a Has

taken place but a lot
more administrators are
for sale, all small ones”

Hans HufscHmid, cEO Of GlObEOp, Explains tHE naturE Of
rEcEnt mErGErs and acquisitiOns activity in tHE HEdGE
fund administratiOn spacE
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“tHree years ago, i said

“Humans are not tHat

good at predicting tHe
future”

no. five years ago, i said
no. ten years ago, i said
no. tHe situation Has
cHanged dramatically”

HEdGE fund manaGEr aram fucHs, fOundEr Of nEw yOrk
fund fErtilEmind capital, On wHat wE’vE lEarnEd frOm
tHE financial crisis

mickEy millEr, JacksOnvillE pOlicE and firE pEnsiOn fund’s
financE dirEctOr, prOvEs it’s nEvEr tOO latE tO allOcatE tO
HEdGE funds
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